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A precise determination of phase shifts from interferometric fringes is necessary to accurately determine density structure. This is accomplished by a careful comparison of the pair of interferograms representing the initial and final phases. A step-by-step procedure is given for determining the interpolated phase shift from fringes crossing a given axial position of a medium with axial symmetry. Non-uniform final fringe spacing is assumed and accounted for in the interpolation. An example is included, as well as a listing of the computer program. The purpose of this report is to provide a general background and to set forth the method in a step-by-step procedure that can be put to practical use. The book-keeping details turned out to be rather involved and tricky. Thus, it seemed reasonable to include a detailed procedure for obtaining the necessary input from the pair of pre-shot and data interferograms as well as a listing of the computer program. The procedure is applied to a sample interferogram pair (Fig. (1) ) obtained from a laserproduced plasma. The procedure includes preparing the interferogram pair for data extraction, tabulation of the data, and input to the computer program. The computed results (radius and phase shift) are given for the sample interferogram pair. I have attempted to make the program readable by the liberal use of comments to explain and de-limit.
The example illustrated in Fig. 1 is an experimentallyobtained interferogram pair from a plasma containing a laserproduced blast, wave (1:9 to 16). The method to be described provides useful phase-shift information for the region of the blast wave and the outer-most, low density region (I>16).
However, the central region (1<7) shows such irregular phase variation that the method offers no advantage in that region. Thus, the interpolated initial fringe number is
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A variable E(I) indicates whether a hit is an intersection

MI(K(Il(I)))+F(I). The phase shift (in units of pi) is thus
given by twice the difference in the shifted and initial fringe number atthe hit.
The final result is the hit radius R(I) and phase shift P(I), sorted for increasing radius. We are now in a position to organize the information in tabular form, on data sheets, so that it can be input to the program. At the top of the first sheet, note the identifying (e.g., shot) number, the magnification (needed in Abel inversion) and the number of intervals (I4), spans (K0) and shifted fringe crossings (Ni). Since lower fringe numbers (used in calculating phase) depend directly on the span (initial) and the crossing region (.shifted) while information is input for each interval, it is useful to relate each interval index to a span and crossing index. This cross-indexing is calculated by inputs from Table I . Next we record (in Table II ) the lower fringe numbers.
The next step is to make detailed measurements of radial and axial distances and to organize this data into tabular form. In the shifted fringes, it is necessary to measure and record (in Tables III and IV) The shifted fringe input is first recorded, in Table III for the outermost radius (where I=I+l). The shifted fringe input at all left interval boundaries (I=1 to 10) is recorded in Table IV . (Table V) for the left boundaries of the individual spans.
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The detailed shifted-fringe information for each interval (Table IV) is entered, before the program is run, into DATA statements near the end of the program. The data for crossindexing (Table I) , lower fringe identification (Table II) , outer radius information for shifted fringes (Table III) , and the intial fringe information (Table V) The intervals (left interval boundaries) 12 which occur at interior fringe crossings and the intervals (left boundaries) 13 which occur at interior span boundaries are: 7  1  3  2  10  2  7  3  15  3  18   Table II . The lower (shifted/initial) fringe numbers vs. , during run)  ----------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------STRACOLE COUNTER  ---------------------- 
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